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Abstract

GXL (Graph eXchange Language) is designed to be a
standard exchange format for graph-based tools. GXL is
defined as an XML sublanguage, which offers support for
exchanging instance graphs together with their appropriate
schema information in a uniform format. Formally, GXL is
based on typed, attributed, ordered directed graphs which
are extended by concepts to support representing hyper-
graphs and hierarchical graphs. Using this general graph
model, GXL offers a versatile support for exchanging nearly
all kinds of graphs.

This report intends to give a short overview of the main
features of GXL.

1 Motivation and Background

A great variety of software tools relies on graphs as inter-
nal data representation. A standardized language for ex-
changing those graphs offers a first step in improvinginter-
operabilitybetween these tools. For instance, various graph
based tool components used in software reengineering like
extractors (e. g. scanner, parser), abstractors (e. g. query
tools, structure recognition tools, slicing tools etc.), and vi-
sualizer (e. g. graph and diagram visualizer, code browser)
can be composed to build a powerful reengineering work-
bench using on a common graph interchange format. [20]
gives an overview on existing combinations of tool compo-
nents used in various reengineering projects.

The development ofGXL (Graph eXchange Language)
aims at supporting data interoperability between reengi-
neering tools. GXL was ratified asstandard exchange for-
mat in software reengineering at the Dagstuhl Seminar "In-
teroperability of Reengineering Tools" in January 2001 [3].

Since GXL was developed as a general format for describ-
ing graph structures, it is applicable in further areas of tool
interoperability. Hence, GXL also defines the graph part
in the exchange format GTXL (Graph Transformation eX-
change Language) [15], [33]. Activities in the graph draw-
ing community also deal with the development of an ex-
change format for graph layout [10]. There is evidence of
combining the structure part of GXL with the graph layout
part and the modularization part of GraphML [14] to form
a general and comprehensive graph exchange format.

GXL originated in a merger ofGRAph eXchange for-
mat (GraX) [5], Tuple Attribute Language (TA)[19], and
the graph format of thePROGRESgraph rewriting system
[31]. The graph models used here were supplemented by
additional concepts to handle hierarchical graphs and hy-
pergraphs. Furthermore, GXL includes ideas from com-
mon exchange formats used in reverse engineering, includ-
ing Relation Partition Algebra (RPA)[26] and Rigi Stan-
dard Format (RSF)[37]. The development of GXL was
also influenced by various formats used in graph drawing
e. g. daVinci [23], GML/Graphlet [13], XGMML (eXten-
sible Graph Markup and Modeling Language)[38], and
GraphXML[18]. Thus, GXL covers most of the important
graph formats. GXL can be viewed as a generalization of
these formats.

Exchanging graphs with GXL deals with both,instance
graphs and their correspondinggraph schemas. Firstly,
GXL offers a versatile support for exchanging all kinds of
graphs based ontyped, attributed, directed, ordered graphs
includinghypergraphsandhierarchical graphs. Secondly,
GXL offers means for exchanging graph schemas represent-
ing the graph structure i. e. the definition of node and edge
types, their attribute schemas and their incidence structure.
Both, instance graphs and graph schemas, are exchanged by
XML documents (Extended Markup Language) [34].



This paper introduces into the basic concepts of GXL
version 1.0 for exchanging instance graphs (cf. section 2)
and graph schemas (cf. section 3). The language defini-
tion of GXL is given by its XML document type definition
(DTD). Section 4 summarizes the current usage of GXL.

More information on GXL can be found at [20] and
[36]. Up to date information including tutorials and further
GXL documents are collected athttp://www.gupro.
de/GXL .

2 Exchanging Graphs

Due to their mathematical foundation and algorithmic
power, graphs are a common data structure in software en-
gineering. Different graph models e. g. directed graphs,
undirected graphs, node attributed graphs, edge attributed
graphs, node typed graphs, edge typed graphs, ordered
graphs, relational graphs, acyclic graphs, trees etc. or com-
binations of these graph models are utilized in many soft-
ware systems. To support interoperability of graph based
tools, the underlying graph model has to be as rich as pos-
sible to cover most of these graph models.

Such a common graph model is given bytyped, at-
tributed, directed, ordered graphs (TGraphs)[4], [5].
TGraphs aredirectedgraphs, whose nodes and edges may
be attributedand typed. Each type can be assigned an in-
dividual attribute schema specifying the possible attributes
of nodes and edges. Furthermore, TGraphs areordered, i. e.
the node set, the edge set, and the sets of edges incident to
a node have a total ordering. This ordering gives modeling
power to describe sequences of objects (e. g. parameter lists)
and facilitates the implementation of deterministic graph al-
gorithms. In applying TGraphs to the sketched graph mod-
els, not all properties of TGraphs have to be used to their
full extend. These graph models can be viewed as special-
izations of TGraphs. Exchanging TGraphs with GXL is in-
troduced in section 2.1

To offer support for hypergraphs and hierarchical
graphs, TGraphs were extended by n-ary edges and by
nodes and edges containing lower level graphs. GXL lan-
guage constructs for exchanging those extended graphs are
sketched in section 2.2. The complete GXL language defi-
nition in terms of a XML document type definition is given
in section 2.3.

2.1 Exchanging typed, attributed, directed,
ordered graphs

The UML object diagram (cf. [30]) in figure 1 shows a node
and edge typed, node and edge attributed, directed, ordered
graph representing a program fragment on AST (abstract
syntax tree) level. Functionmaincalls functionmax(a, b)
in line 8 and functionmin(b, a) in line 19.

The functionsmain, maxandmin are modeled by nodes
of typeFunction. These nodes are attributed with the func-
tions name.FunctionCallnodes represent the calls of func-
tionsmaxandmin. They are associated to the caller byis-
Caller edges and to the callee byisCalleeedges, both point-
ing to FunctionCall nodes. isCaller edges are attributed
with a line attribute showing the line number which con-
tains the call. Function parameters (represented byVariable
nodes that are attributed with the variable name) are associ-
ated byisParameteredges. The ordering of parameter lists
is given by ordering the incidences ofisParameteredges
pointing toFunctionCallnodes. The first edge of typeis-
Parameterincident to function callv2 (modeling the call
max(a,b)) comes from nodev6 representing variablea. The
second edge of typeisParameterconnects to the second pa-
rameter (nodev7). The incidences ofisParameteredges
associated with nodev3model the reverse ordering.

Figure 1. typed, attributed, directed, ordered graph

Exchanging graphs like the one in figure 1 requires lan-
guage constructs for representing nodes, edges and their in-
cidence relation. Furthermore, support for describing type
information and attribute values is needed.

Figure 2 depicts the graph from figure 1 as GXL doc-
ument. XML documents start with specifying the XML
version and the underlying document type definition, here
"gxl.dtd" (cf. figure 3). The body of a GXL document is en-
closed in<gxl> tags. The GXL document in figure 2 con-
tains a graph with a unique identifier"simpleGraph". The
graph refers to its associated graph schema (cf. section 3)
stored in fileschema.gxl.

Nodes and edges of a given graph are depicted by
<node> and<edge> elements which can be addressed by
their identifier attribute. Incidence information of edges in-
cluding edge orientation is stored infrom and to attributes
within <edge> tags. Ordering of incidences is also mod-
eled here. Attributesfromorder and toorder represent the
position of an edge in the incidence list of its start and tar-
get node. Node and edge types are represented by links

http://www.gupro.de/GXL
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<?xml version = "1.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE gxl SYSTEM "gxl.dtd" >
<gxl>
<graph id = "simpleGraph" >
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl />
<node id = "v1" >
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#Function" />
<attr name = "name" >
<string >main</string >

</attr>
<node id = "v2" >
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#FunctionCall" />

</node>
<node id = "v3" >
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#FunctionCall" />

</node>
<node id = "v4" >
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#Function" />
<attr name = "name" >
<string >max</string >

</attr>
</node>
<node id = "v5" >
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#Function" />
<attr name = "name" >
<string >min</string >

</attr>
</node>
<node id = "v6" >
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#Variable" />
<attr name = "name" >
<string >a</string >

</attr>
</node>
<node id = "v7" >
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#Variable" />
<attr name = "name" >
<string >b</string >

</attr>
</node>

<edge id = "e1"
from = "v2" to = v1" />
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#isCaller" />
<attr name = "line" >
<int>8</int>

</attr>
</edge>
<edge id = "e2"

from = "v3" to = v1" />
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#isCaller" />
<attr name = "line" >
<int>19</int>

</attr>
</edge>
<edge id = "e3"

from = "v4" to = v2" />
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#isCallee" />

</edge>
<edge id = "e4"

from = "v5" to = v3" />
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#isCallee" />

</edge>
<edge id = "e5"

from = "v6" to = v2" toorder = "1"/>
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#isParameter" />

</edge>
<edge id = "e6"

from = "v7" to = v2" toorder = "2"/>
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#isParameter" />

</edge>
<edge id = "e7"

from = "v6" to = v3" toorder = "2"/>
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#isParameter" />

</edge>
<edge id = "e8"

from = "v7" to = v3" toorder = "1"/>
<type xlink:href = "schema.gxl#isParameter" />

</edge>
</graph>
</gxl>

Figure 2. GXL document representing the graph from figure 1

pointing to the appropriate schema information. This link is
enclosed in<type> tags.
<node> and<edge> elements may additionally con-

tain further attribute information. <attr> elements de-
scribe attribute name and value. Like OCL [35], GXL pro-
vides<bool>, <int>, <float>, and<string > attributes.
Furthermore, enumeration values (<enum>) and URI-
references (<locator >) to externally stored objects are sup-
ported. Attribute values might be substructured. Here, GXL
offers composite attributes like sequences (<seq>), sets
(<set>), multi sets (<bag>), and tuples (<tup>).

2.2 Exchanging Extended Graphs

In addition to typed, attributed, ordered, directed graphs,
GXL provides the exchange ofhypergraphsandhierarchi-
cal graphs.

Hypergraphscontain n-ary edges (hyperedges) connect-
ing not only two adjacent nodes.Hyperedgesare exchanged
by <rel> elements, containing references to the incident
graph objects. These references (tentacles) are stored in
<relend> elements (relation end).

Edges can be viewed as 2-ary hyperedges. Thus, in
GXL, edge information can be represented bybinray hy-
peredges. Since graphs with (binary) edges are widespread
in software engineering and most applications deal with
graphs instead of hypergraphs, GXL offers both, the ele-
ment<edge> for exchanging (binary) edges and and the
element<rel> for hyperedges.

Like binary edges, tentacles may be directed or undi-
rected as well as ordered. The ordering of tentacles incident
to their target object and the ordering of tentacles with re-
spect to their hyperedge object is represented analogously
to the ordering of incident edges by using XML attributes.

Hierarchical graphsare graphs where nodes, edges, and
hyperedges contain further graphs. GXL supports exchang-
ing hierarchical graphs by nesting those inner graphs as
<graph> elements in their enclosing node, edge, and hy-
peredge representation.

2.3 GXL Document Type Definition

The language features of GXL for exchanging typed, at-
tributed, directed, ordered graphs (cf. section 2.1) and ex-



<!– extensions –>
<!ENTITY % gxl-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % graph-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % node-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % edge-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % rel-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % value-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % relend-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % gxl-attr-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % graph-attr-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % node-attr-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % edge-attr-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % rel-attr-extension "" >
<!ENTITY % relend-attr-extension "" >

<!– attribute values –>
<!ENTITY % val " locator | bool | int | float | string |

enum | seq | set | bag | tup
% value-extension;" >

<!– gxl –>
<!ELEMENT gxl (graph* %gxl-extension;) >
<!ATTLIST gxl

xmlns:xlink CDATA #FIXED
"www.w3.org/1999/xlink"

%gxl-attr-extension; >

<!– type –>
<!ELEMENT type EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST type

xlink:type (simple) #FIXED "simple"
xlink:href CDATA #REQUIRED >

<!– graph –>
<!ELEMENT graph (type? , attr* ,

( node | edge | rel )*
%graph-extension;) >

<!ATTLIST graph
id ID #REQUIRED
role NMTOKEN #IMPLIED
edgeids ( true | false ) "false"
hypergraph ( true | false ) "false"
edgemode ( directed | undirected |

defaultdirected | defaultundirected)
"directed"

%graph-attr-extension; >

<!– node –>
<!ELEMENT node (type? , attr*, graph*

%node-extension;) >
<!ATTLIST node

id ID #REQUIRED
%node-attr-extension; >

<!– edge –>
<!ELEMENT edge (type?, attr*, graph*

%edge-extension;) >
<!ATTLIST edge

id ID #IMPLIED
from IDREF #REQUIRED
to IDREF #REQUIRED
fromorder CDATA #IMPLIED
toorder CDATA #IMPLIED
isdirected ( true | false ) #IMPLIED
%edge-attr-extension; >

<!– rel –>
<!ELEMENT rel (type? , attr*, graph*, relend*

%rel-extension;) >
<!ATTLIST rel

id ID #IMPLIED
isdirected ( true | false ) #IMPLIED
%rel-attr-extension; >

<!– relend –>
<!ELEMENT relend (attr* %relend-extension;) >
<!ATTLIST relend

target IDREF #REQUIRED
role NMTOKEN #IMPLIED
direction ( in | out | none) #IMPLIED
startorder CDATA #IMPLIED
endorder CDATA #IMPLIED
%relend-attr-extension; >

<!– attr –>
<!ELEMENT attr (type?, attr*, (%val;)) >
<!ATTLIST attr

id IDREF #IMPLIED
name NMTOKEN #REQUIRED
kind NMTOKEN #IMPLIED >

<!– locator –>
<!ELEMENT locator EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST locator

xlink:type (simple) #FIXED "simple"
xlink:href CDATA #IMPLIED >

<!– attribute values –>
<!ELEMENT bool (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT int (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT float (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT string (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT enum (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT seq (%val;)* >
<!ELEMENT set (%val;)* >
<!ELEMENT bag (%val;)* >
<!ELEMENT tup (%val;)* >

Figure 3. GXL Document Type Definition

tended graphs (cf. section 2.2) are summarized in a con-
ceptual model defining the graph model supported by GXL.
The GXL graph model is completely described athttp:
//www.gupro.de/GXL/ (graph model) with its graph
structure part and its attribute part.

Since GXL is a XML sublanguage, the GXL graph
model had to be transcribed into a XML document type
definition (DTD) or an appropriate XML schema definition.
To keep GXL simple and less verbose, this translation was
done by hand. The resulting DTD (cf. figure 3, a com-
mented version is given athttp://www.gupro.de/
GXL (DTD)) requires only 18 XML elements. In contrast,
an appropriate DTD generated with IBMs XMI Toolkit [21]
according the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) principles
for developing DTDs [25, section 3] requires 66 elements

for the GXL core and and additional 63 elements for XMI
and Corba related aspects.

3 Exchanging Graph Schemas

Graphs only offer a plain structured means for describing
objects (nodes) and their interrelationship (edges, hyper-
edges). Graphs have no meaning of their own. The meaning
of graphs corresponds to the context in which they are used
and exchanged. The application and interchange context
determines

• which node, edge, and hyperedge types are used,

• how nodes, edges, and hyperedges of given types are
related,

http://www.gupro.de/GXL/
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• which attribute structures are associated to nodes,
edges, and hyperedges, and

• which additional constraints (like ordering of inci-
dences, degree-restrictions etc.) have to be complied.

This schematic data can be described byconceptual mod-
eling techniques. Class diagrams offer a suited declarative
language to define graph classes with respect to a given ap-
plication or interchange context [5].

3.1 Describing graph classes by UML class
diagrams

In GXL graph classes are defined by UML class diagrams
[30]. Figure 4 shows a graph schema defining classes of
graphs like the one given in figure 4. Node classes (Func-
tionCall, Function, and Variable) are defined by classes.
They contain the associated attribute structures. Edge
classes (isCallee, isCaller, andisParameter) are defined by
associations. The orientation of edges is depicted by a filled
triangle (cf. [30, p. 155]. Since most of the available UML
tools do not offer this UML construct, directed arrows (de-
picting visibility in original UML) might be used alterna-
tively. Attributed edge classes (isCaller) are described in
UML class diagrams by associated classes. Like classes,
they contain the associated attribute schemas. Multiplici-
ties denote degree restrictions. The ordering of incidences
is depicted by the UML keyword{ordered}.

Figure 4. graph schema (UML class diagram)

In a similar way, UML class diagrams offer language
constructs to model classes of hyperedges (diamonds) and
classes of attributed hyperedges (diamonds with associated
classes). The definition of hierarchical graphs requires an
additional language construct representing graph classes
themselves. This is done by a<<GraphClass>> stereo-
type.

To offer up-to-date conceptual modeling power, the GXL
schema notation provides generalization of node-, edge-,
and hyperedge classes as well as aggregation and compo-
sition by using the appropriate UML notation.

3.2 Describing graph classes by graphs

Since UML class diagrams are structured information them-
selves, they may be represented as graphs as well. For ex-
changing graph schemas in GXL, UML class diagrams are
transfered into equivalent graph representations. Thus, in-
stance graphs and schemas are exchanged with thesame
type of document, i. e. XML documents matching the GXL
DTD.

In contrast to the strategy proposed by XML Meta Data
Interchange (XMI) [25], GXL schemas arenot exchanged
by XML documents according to the Meta Object Facil-
ity (MOF) [24]. XMI/MOF offers a general, but very ver-
bose format for exchanging UML class diagrams as XML
streams. By generating individual document type defini-
tions to a given UML class diagram, it also supports ex-
changing instance graphs as XML documents.

Next to its exaggerated verbosity, which contradicts the
requirement for exchange formats of as compact as possi-
ble documents, the XMI/MOF approach requiresdifferent
types of documentsfor representing schema and instance
graphs. Especially in applications dealing with schema in-
formation on instance level (e. g. in tools for editing and
analyzing schemas), this leads to the disadvantage of differ-
ent documents representing the same information, one on
instance level (as XML document) and one on schema level
(as XML DTD). The GXL approach treats schema and in-
stance information in exactly the same way. Schema and
instance graphs are exchanged according the DTD given in
Figure 3.

Figure 5 depicts the transformation of the UML class di-
agram in figure 4 into a node and edge typed, node and edge
attributed, directed graph. Classes, attributes and their do-
mains are modelled by nodes of analogous nodetypes. Their
attributes describe further properties.

GXL views edges asfirst class objectswhich have their
own identity, might be typed and attributed, and might be
included in a generalization hierarchy. Thus, surrogates of
associations and associated classes have to be connected
to further information. To be as general and simple as
possible, GXL schema graphs are restricted to ordinary
typed, attributed, directed graphs. Hence, these edge-like
information is represented by nodes as well. Although the
GXL DTD provides edges connecting edges, GXL schema
graphs do not use this feature.

The interrelationships between surrogates of classes, as-
sociations, associated classes, attributes and domains are
represented by edges.from and to edges model incidences
of associations including their orientation. Multiplicities of
associations are stored inlimits-attributes. Like in XMI, the
unrestricted upper bound is represented by-1. The boolean
attributeisOrdered indicates ordered incidences. Attribute
information is associated with surrogates of classes and as-
sociations byhasAttribute andhasDomain edges.



Figure 5. graph schema (schema graph)

Further attribute types and extended concepts like graph
classes themselves, classes of hyperedges, aggregation and
composition, generalization and default attribute values are
modelled analogously.

The graph class of correct GXL schema graphs is rep-
resented as a GXL schema. A UML diagram representing
this GXL metaschemais presented with its graph part, its
attribute part, and its value part athttp://www.gupro.
de/GXL/ (meta schema).

Each UML class diagram defining a GXL graph schema
can be represented by a graph (schema graph) matching the
GXL metaschema. Thus, schema graphs are instances of
the GXL metaschema. They are exchanged like all instance
graphs (cf. section 2) referring to a GXL document, here
representing the GXL metaschema. Since the schema graph
representing the GXL metaschema is an instance of itself, it

is exchanged by a self referring GXL document.

4 Using GXL

At the Dagstuhl seminar on "Interoperability of Reengineer-
ing Tools" GXL version 1.0 was ratified as thestandard
exchange formatin software reengineering [3]. Currently,
various groups in software (re)engineering are implement-
ing GXL import and export facilities to their tools (e. g.
Bauhaus [1], Columbus [6], CPPX [2], Fujaba [8], GUPRO
[16], PBS [27], RPA (Philips Research), PROGRES [28],
Rigi [29], Shrimp [32]). Others are going to implement
tools to support working with GXL. For instance, a frame-
work for GXL Converters [9] and a XMI2GXL translator
[39] are being developed at Univ. BW München. Further ac-
tivities deal with providing query machines (GReQL, Univ.

http://www.gupro.de/GXL/
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Koblenz) to GXL graphs or GXL based graph databases
(Univ. Aachen).

An important feature of GXL is its support for exchang-
ing schema information. Based on this capability, reference
schemas for certain standard applications in reenginneering
are currently under development. These activities address
reference schemas for data reverse engineering (DRE, Univ.
Namur, Paderborn, Victoria), the Dagstuhl Middle Model
[22] or abstract syntax tree models for C++ [2], [7].

Furthermore, groups developing graph transformation
tools (e. g. GenSet [12], PROGRES [28]) or graph visual-
ization tools (e. g. GVF [17], Shrimp [32], yFiles [40]) all-
ready use GXL or pronounced to use GXL.

GXL also serves as foundation to define further graph
oriented exchange formats. For instance GTXL (Graph
Transformation Exchange Language) [15], [33] extends
GXL for interchanging data between graph transformation
systems. In combination with GraphML [14], GXL can de-
fine the core of an interchange format in graph drawing.
A possible fusion of GXL and GraphML will be discussed
during a panel session at Graph Drawing 2001 in Vienna
[11].

5 Conclusion

The previous sections gave a short introduction in the GXL
Graph eXchange Language version 1.0 and its current ap-
plication.

Summarizing, GXL offers an already widely used XML
sublanguage for interchanging typed, attributed, directed
ordered graphs including hypergraphs and hierarchical
graphs including their appropriate schemas. By focusing
on graph structure, GXL provides the core for defining a
family of special suited graph exchange formats.
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